REQUIRED READINGS

IRAL=International Review of Applied Linguistics  MLJ = Modern Language Journal
SSLA = Studies in Second Language Acquisition

1. Transfer and SLA

2. Input and SLA

3. Output, Interaction and SLA

4. Instruction and SLA

5. Cultural aspect of SLA: The Acculturation Model

6. Interlanguage variations

7. Age and SLA

8. Other individual differences

9. **Incidental vocabulary acquisition**

10. **The bilingual lexicon**


**HOW TO ACCESS READING MATERIALS FOR AL8250 ON ERES**

1) Go to [http://reserves.gsu.edu](http://reserves.gsu.edu)
2) Click on “Electronic Reserves and Course Materials”
3) Under “Select an instructor:”, arrow down to find my name “Jiang, Nan”
4) Click “Go” beside my name
5) Click on the course page that you would like to view (The first one is AL 8250)
6) Enter the password
7) Agree to the copyright
8) The reading list will come up
9) Click on the title to retrieve the pdf file of an article (you need Adobe Acrobat Reader)